
SGS-THOMSON GS-R400
FAMILY

140W SWITCHING VOLTAGE REGULATOR MODULES

.  MTBF IN EXCESS OF 200.000 HOURS 

.  NO EXTERNAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED 

.  PC CARD OR CHASSIS MOUNTABLE 

.  HIGH OUTPUT CURRENT (4 A)

.  HIGH INPUT VOLTAGE (48 V)
■ FIXED OR ADJUSTABLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE
- HIGH EFFICIENCY (UP TO 90%)
■ SOFT START
.  REMOTE INHIBIT/ENABLE 
.  REMOTE OUTPUT VOLTAGE SENSE 
.  RESET OUTPUT (GS-R405S ONLY)
- NON-LATCHING SHORT CIRCUIT PROTEC

TION
.  THERMAL PROTECTION 
.  CROW BAR PROTECTION FOR THE LOAD

DESCRIPTION
The GS-R400 series is a complete family of HIGH 
CURRENT HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCHING VOLT
AGE REGULATORS available in several output vol
tages from 5.1 to 40 V.
These step down regulators shielded for EMI, can 
provide local on-card regulation, or be used in cen
tral power supply systems, in both professional and 
industrial applications.

PRODUCTS FAMILY

Order Number Output Voltage Reset Output

GS-R405S 5.1 V Yes
GS-R405 5.1 V —

GS-R412 12 V —
GS-R415 15 V —

GS-R424 24 V —

GS-R400V Adjustable 5.1 to 40 V —
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GS-R400

CONNECTION DIAGRAM (side view)
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MECHANICAL DATA (dimensions in mm)
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GS-R400

PIN FUNCTIONS

Symbol Pin Function

INH - Inhibit TTL compatible input. A logic high level signal applied to this 
pin disables the module.
To be connected to GND2 when not used.

RT - Reset Output Available on GS-R405S only. Reset voltage is high (5.1 V) 
when output voltage reaches nominal value (5.1 V) and it is 
generated with a fixed 100 ms delay.

V, - Input Voltage Unregulated DC voltage input. Maximum voltage must not 
exceed 48 V. Recommended maximum operating voltage is 
46 V.

GNDi - Ground Common ground for input voltage.

g n d 2 - Ground Common ground of high current path.

S " - Sensing Negative For connection to remote load, this pin senses the actual 
ground of the load itself. To be connected to GND2 when not 
used. This pin is connected to case.

S + - Sensing Positive For connection to remote loads this pin allows voltage sen
sing on the load itself.To be connected to Vo when not used.

V o - Output Voltage Regulated and stabilized DC voltage is available on this pin. 
Max output current is 4 A. The device is protected against 
short circuit of this pin to ground or to supply.

p - Output Voltage Programming Available on GS-R400V only. A variable resistor (18 K£2 
max) connected between this pin and S + adjusts the output 
voltage.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

Symbol Parameter Value Unit

Vi DC input voltage 48 V

Irt Reset output sink current 20 mA

V INH Inhibit voltage 15 V

T stg Storage temperature range -  40 to + 105 °C

Tcop Operating case temperature range -  20 to + 85 °C

Recommended maximum operating input voltage is 46V.

SGS-THOMSON
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GS-R400

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Tamb = 25°C unless otherwise specified)

Type GS-R 405 S GS-R 405 GS-R 4012 V
Unit

Symbol Parameter Test Condit. Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max.

Vo Output Voltage V| = V 0 + 8V, l0 = 1A 5 5.1 5.2 5 5.1 5.2 11.5 12 12.5 V

Vo
Temperature
Stability Vj = V0 + 8V, l0 = 1A 0.2 0.2 0.5

mV
°C

Vi Input Voltage lo = 1A 8 46 8 46 15 46 V

lo Output Current Vi = V 0 + 8V 0.2 4 0.2 4 0.2 4 A

lOL Current Limit Vj = V 0 + 8V 5 8 5 8 5 8 A

lisc
Average Input 
Current

Vi = 46V 
Output Shorted 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 A

fs
Switching
Frequency lo = 1A 100 100 100 KHz

T7 Efficiency
Vi = V0 + 8V 
lo = 1A

75 75 85 %

AV0 Line Regulation
|0 = 1A Vi = V 0 + 3V 
to 46V 2 2 2 mV/V

SVR
Supply Voltage 
Rejection

f = 100Hz 
lo = 1A

4 4 6 mV/V

AV0 Load Regulation Al0 = 2A 
(1 to 3 A) 20 20 40 mV/A

V r Ripple Voltage lout = 2A 25 25 50 mV

tss Soft Start Time I? < + o < 15 15 25 ms

V inhl
Low Inhibit 
Voltage 0.8 0.8 0.8 V

V | NHH
High Inhibit 
Voltage 2.0 5.5 2.0 5.5 2.0 5.5 V

h NH
Input Current 
High VlNH = 5V 500 500 500

5

pA

tcB
Crow Bar Delay 
Time 5 5 pS

V RH Reset High 
Level

5 - - V

V RL Reset Low Level I rl = 5mA 
I rl = 15mA

0.2
0.4

- - V
V

tR Reset Delay 
Time

100 - - ms

VsD
Max Differential 
Sense Voltage

S ' -  GND2 
V 0 -  S + 100 100 100 mV
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GS-R400

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS ( T amb = 25°C unless otherwise specified)

Type GS-R 415 GS-R 424 GS-R 400 V
Unit

Symbol Parameter Test Condit. Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max.

Vo Output Voltage < < o + 00 < 14.3 15 15.6 23 24 25 5.1 -  40* V

Vo
Temperature
Stability V| -  V0 + 8V, l0 = 1A 0.2 0.6 0.2/1.6

mV
°C

V i Input Voltage lo = 1A 18 46 27 46 8 46 V

lo Output Current < ii < o 00 < 0.2 4 0.2 4 0.2 4* A

I d Current Limit Vi = V0 + 8V 5 8 5 8 5 8 A

I i s c
Average Input 
Current

Vi = 46V 
Output Shorted 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 A

u
Switching
Frequency lo = 1A 100 100 100 KHz

T] Efficiency V i  = V0 + 8V 
lo = 1A

90 90 75/90 %

A V 0 Line Regulation
l0 = 1A V i  = V0 + 3V 
to 46V 5 6 6 mV/V

SVR
Supply Voltage 
Rejection

f = 100Hz 
lo = 1A

8 12 12 mV/V

< o Load Regulation Al0 = 2A 
(1 to 3A) 60 90 20/90 mV/A

V r Ripple Voltage l ou t  = 2 A 60 100 25/150 mV

t s s Soft Start Time V i n  = V out  + 1 0 V 25 35 15/35 ms

V  I NHL
Low Inhibit 
Voltage 0.8 0.8 0.8 V

V | N H H
High Inhibit 
Voltage 2.0 5.5 2.0 5.5 2.0 5.5 V

11 NH
Input Current 
High V inh = 5V 500 500 500 p A

tCB
Crow Bar Delay 
Time 5 5 5 pS

V  RH Reset High 
Level - - - V

V  RL Reset Low Level - - _ V

V

tR Reset Delay 
Time

- - - ms

V s D
Max Differential 
Sense Voltage

S“  -  GND2 
V0 -  S+ 100 100 100 mV

* Maximum Output Current is guaranteed up to V0 = 36V and derated linearly to 3A at V0 = 40V.
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GS-R400

MODULE OPERATION
The GSR400 series is a family of step down swit
ching mode voltage regulators.
Unregulated DC input voltage must be higher than 
nominal output voltage by, at least, 3 V. Minimum 
input voltage is therefore 8 V for GS-R405S and GS- 
R405; maximum input voltage is 48 V for all types.
Output voltage is fixed or adjustable (GS-R400V). 
The maximum current delivered by the output pin is 
4 A. A minimum output current of 200 mA is requi
red for proper module operation. In no-load condi
tion, the module still works, but the electrical cha
racteristics are slightly modified vs. specifications.
To prevent excessive over current at switch on, a 
soft start function is provided. Nominal output volt
age is approached gradually in about 15 ms.
The module can be inhibited by a TTL, N MOS or C 
MOS compatible voltage applied to the INH pin. 
When this voltage is at high level, the module is swit
ched off : if the inhibit signal goes from high to low

level, the module restarts softly. Maximum DC volt
age applicable to this pin is 15 V. When remote 
control (inhibit) of the module is not used, the INH 
pin must be connected to GND2.
The remote load sensing is another feature provi
ded in all the models.
This function is performed by two pins (S+, S-) that 
can monitor the voltage directly across the load 
when this load is connected to the module by long 
wires : voltage drop on these wires is automatically 
compensated. Maximum drop compensation must 
not exceed 100mV. The case of the module is in
ternally connected to S-. Therefore, the case must 
be always isolated from ground if the sensing func
tion is used. The switching frequency of the module 
is 100 KHz. To prevent EMI, the module is contai
ned in a metal box that provides shielding and heat
sink.

Figure 1 : Module connection to remote or nearby loads.

GS-R405S
The RESET output is provided on GS-R405S only 
as an auxiliary function to reset or inhibit micropro
cessors when the output voltage, at switch on and 
off, reaches a prefixed value of 4.9 to 5.1 V or when 
the output voltage, for any reason, drops below no
minal value by more than 100 mV. In any case the

minimum falling threshold value is 4.75 V or higher 
and the reset output voltage is generated with a 
fixed delay of 100 ms.
Time delay of the reset function also rejects wrong 
information caused by occasional spikes generated 
during switch on and off.

r = 7 s cs
^ 7 #  MOT
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GS-R4O0

Figure 2 : Output voltages reset as a function of output voltage and time.

OUTPUT NOW AN INTERRUPTION

GS-R400V
The output voltage of this model can be adjusted in Rx = 2.67 . ( -  1 ) KQ
a range from 5.1 to 40 V by use of an external va- b'
riable resistor as shown in Fig.3. where Vo can vary from 5.1 to 40 V.
The variable resistor can be substituted by a fixed 
value Rx to obtain a fixed output voltage Vo accor
ding to the formula :

Figure 3 : Output voltage adjustment on GS-R400V.

0 to  18 K XI m ax  s - 69J7 i t

FZT  SGS-THOMSON
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GS-R400

MODULE PROTECTIONS
THERMAL PROTECTION 
The module has inside a thermal protection. When 
ambient temperature reaches prohibitive values, so 
that internal junction temperature of active compo
nents reaches 150 °C, the module is switched off. 
Normal operation is restored when internal junction 
temperature falls below 130 °C : this large hystere
sis allows an extremely low frequency intermittent 
operation (ON - OFF) caused by thermal overload.

SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION 
The module is protected against occasional and 
permanent short circuits of the output pin to ground 
or against output current overloads.
When output current exceeds the maximum allowed 
value for safe operation, the output is automaticaly 
disabled. After a fixed time, the module starts again

in a soft mode : if the overload is still present, the 
module switches off and the cycle is repeated until 
the overload condition is removed. The average 
overload cu rrent is limited to a safe value for the mo
dule itself. Input current during output short circuit is 
always lower than in regular operation.

LOAD PROTECTION
The module protects, by a crow bar circuit, the load 
connected to its output against overvoltages.
This circuit senses continuously the output voltage : 
if, for any reason,the output voltage of the module 
exceeds by + 20 % the nominal value (fixed or ad
justable), the crow bar protection is activated and it 
short circuits the output pin to ground. This protec
tion prevents also damages to module if output pin 
is wrongly connected to supply voltage.

THERMAL DATA
The thermal resistance module to ambient is about 
5 °C/W. This means that if the internal power dissi
pation is 10 W, the temperature on the surface of 
the module is about 50°C over ambient tempera
ture.
According to ambient temperature and/or to power 
dissipation, an additional heatsink may be required.

Four holes are provided on the metal box of the mo
dule to allow the mounting of this optional external 
heatsink.
It is recommended to keep the metal box tempera
ture below 85 °C.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
The high input voltage range allows both cost sa- the module with batteries that, according to their
ving on 50/60 Hz transformer when the module is charge status, can show large spread on voltage,
supplied from the main and the possibility to supply

Figure 4 : A typical application of GS-R400 family.

c n  scs^ 7 #  mot
-THOMSON
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GS-R400

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS (continued)
The module has, internally, an input filtering capa
citor between pin Vi and GNDi. At the switching fre-

Figure 5 : Equivalent input circuit of GS-R400 voltage regulator

quency therefore the equivalent input circuit is as 
shown in Fig. 5.

EXTERNAL CONNECTING WIRE

H------1------ O-f-

0
INTERNAL
CAPACITOR

-o-

Since h is a high frequency alternating current, the 
inductance associated to long input connecting wire 
can cause a voltage ripple on point Vi that produces 
a ripple current across internal capacitor and a po
wer dissipation on r.

Figure 6 : Preregulators for Distributed Supplies.

When very long connecting wires are used, the in
put capacitor may be damaged by this power dissi
pation. For this reason it is suggested to keep input 
connecting wires as short as possible.

I_10 ~ ~_.1 1
X I 1 L

-O 5 V /0 .4 A

SYSTEM

The fixed voltage regulators shown on Fig.6 are 
available from SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics. 
An over-all low power dissipation is achieved due to

the high efficiency of the GS-R400V and inherent 
low voltage drop of fixed regulators. Up to 10 diffe
rent points can be supplied, using L4805 or L387.

SGS-THOMSON 9/21



GS-R400

Figure 7 : 24 V to 12 V Power Conversion for Trucks.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS (con tinued)

r i _ l

BATTERY
L "  1 L
RV ^ 1 0 0 u F100 juF 

|  35V

---O

12V/4A

—O

Figure 8 : Multiple output supply using preregulator.

Figure 9 : Uninterruptable power supply.
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GS-R400

EFFICIENCY VS. INPUT VOLTAGE & OUTPUT CURRENT 

GS-R405 GS-R412
G- 5485 G-54 86

GS-R415 GS-R424
G-54R8

* t7
SCS-TROMSON
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GS-R400

MOTHER BOARD LAYOUT

GS-R405S

ft2.55±0.15

41
3 ,2 5  4 , , 2.54 ^HO.1

i n  i r
w

ii
10,16^ 0.1t | jy.78lQ.1j 33.0210.1

240.1

GS-R405
GS-R412
GS-R415
GS-R424

&2.S5±0.15

>
I
) r

W -
t10,16 ± 0 .1120.32±0.1

2.54
J A 1* - X A V  01+0.1

a/TW

£| ^  33.0210.1
240.1

GS-R400V

S2.55±0.15

— 1

2.54
X A 'lX  0HO.1

444 4JjtV  '

'  X  +  I I I 2+0 1
10.16 t O.L l20.32±0.J I L  33.021 0.1 J  ^ ------ 1

X  | r  I S -  6 9 44

Printed Circuit Driling (Components side)
Required holes pattern to be drilled on the mother boards to allow correct mounting.
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GS-R400

DESIGN HINTS
The hints provide a pratical guideline for the selec
tion of the transformer, the rectifying diodes and the 
filtering capacitor of a power supply based on GS- 
R400 family.
Let’s consider the application shown in the Figure 
10. The rectifier circuit configurations suitable for 
medium to high current applications, are the Full 
Wave Center Tapped and the Full Wave Bridge. 
(See fig.11)
Both configurations offer the advantage of a smal
ler surge current in the winding of the transformer 
and the doubling of ripple frequency that allows the 
filtering capacitor reduction.

In the following we will consider the full wave bridge 
only, that allows the best transformed utilization.
The output power of the power supply is, respecti
vely :

5 V • 4 A = 20 W for GS-R405S
12 V -2.5 A = 30 W for GS-R412.
The total input power is, therefore

Pi
Po
Eff.

20 30
.75 + .85

62W

The two values for efficiency are derived from GS- 
R electrical characteristics.

Figure 10 : M icrocomputer supply using GS-R400.

S-8186

The maximum input voltage to the module is set up 
to 40 V to work well below the Absolute Maximum 
Rating (48V).

Vi (pk) = 40 V
The minimum input voltage is set uo to 16 V to al
low a minimum drop-out of 4 V on the GS-R412.

Vi (min) = 16 V

The nominal input voltage is set up at the middle of 
this range to allow a larger input ripple voltage and 
line voltage variations.

Vi (D C ) = + 1 6  = 28  V

SGS-THOMSON
MtmilLKSMKlOOS
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GS-R400

DESIGN HINTS (con tinued)

Figure 11 : Rectifying circuits.

Let’s assume a maximum 100 (120) Hz output rip
ple of the two regulators of 20 mVpp. Since the rip
ple rejection of the two modules is, at least 50 dB 
(316 times), the maximum allowed input ripple is

20 mV • 316 = 6.32 Vrippie(pp)

Let’s definite rf(in) as the ratio of RMS ripple to DC 
voltage

Vj(pk) must correspond to the nominal value of the 
mains plus the allowed variations. Let’s assume that 
the AC voltage at the primary of the transformer may 
vary of ± 15 %.
At nominal AC voltage the corresponding seconda
ry maximum DC voltage is :

Vi(pk)nom = 40 -  15 % = 34 V

rf(in)= -100 = 8%

The input current is calculated from the input power 
and voltage :

Pi
Vi(DC)

62W 
28 V

= 2.2 A

The equivalent load for the transformer + rectifier + 
capacitor is therefore

Rl = 28V
2.2A

12.73 Ohm

Then we calculate
Vi(DC) = _28V 082
Vi(pk) 34V

From the graph of fig. 12b we obtain,

for = 0.82
Vi(pk)

coCRl = 8 and = 4%
Rl

SGS-THOMSON14/21



GS-R400

Figure 12a : Input Voltage (DC/pk) Ratio Half Wave.

DESIGN HINTS (con tinued)

SGS-THOMSON 15/21



GS-R400

DESIGN HINTS (continued)

Figure 12b : Input Voltage (DC/pk) Ratio Full Wave.

m (DC)

^i(PK)

-5s.(%>

Therefore

cuCR^. <C in farads, R|_ in ohms) cu=27rf, f=!ine frequency

8 8
C =

2nf • Rl 6.28 • 100 • 12.73
= 1000 juF

To take into account the spread of commercially available capacitors, this value is doubled : 2200 piF / 50 V. 

We procede now assuming that :

Rs = 4 % Rl = 0.04 • 12.73 = 0.51 Ohm
It represents the total series resistance of the transformer and the rectifying bridge.

SGS-THOMSON
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GS-R400

DESIGN HINTS (continued)

Figure 13 : Ripple Voltage vs. Input Capacitance and Rs/R l.

1.0 2.0 3.0 5 .0  7 .0  10 20 30 50 70 100 200 300 500 1000

ujC R l (C in farads. R L- 'n ohm s) 

co = 2n1, f = line frequency

From the figure 13 for coCRl = 8 and Rs/Ri_ = 4 % it results :
rf = 7.5 %

Therefore the peak to peak value of the resulting input ripple will be :
Vrippie(pp) = 2 V2 • rf • Vi(D C ) = 5.9 Vpp

This value is lower than the maximum allowed (6.32 Vpp).

^ 7
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GS-R400

DESIGN HINTS (continued)

Figure 14 : RMS/Average Peak/Average Diode Current relation.

1 .0  2 .0  3 .0  5 .0  7 .0  10 2 0  3 0  SO 70 100 200  3 0 0  1000

ncoCR L

{ 1 For Half-W ave Single-Phase Rectifier Circuits C in Farads
2 For Full-W ave Single-Phase Rectifier Circuits R l in Ohms

cu = 2 rr f where f = Line Frequency R s -  R M S  E q uiva len t Source Resistance

The minimum input DC voltage will correspond to 
the minimum input AC voltage, i.e. the nominal va
lue minus 15 %, therefore

Vi(DC)min = Vj(DC)nom -15 %
= 28 -1 5 %  = 23.8 V

The minimum peak voltage present at the input of 
the regulators will be the minimum DC voltage mi
nus the peak of ripple voltage :

Vi(pk)min = 2 3 . 8 - - ^ -  = 20.85V 

well above the minimum allowed (16 V).

As shown on figure 14 for 2coCRl = 16 and Rs/2Rl 
= 2 % we obtain :

Therefore :

If(RMS) =2 
If(Av)

Isec (RMS)=

_ 2.2 -2
~ “ V2~ =

Ij(D C ) • 2 

V2

= 3.12 A (RMS)

^ 7
SGS-THOMSON
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GS-R400

DESIGN HINTS (continued)
The secondary voltage must be :

Vsec (RMS) = V'(pk'?+ 1 4 =25.1 V (RMS)

where 1 AM takes into account the voltage drop on 
diodes.

Then the transformer rating is calculated :
VA = 25.1 • 3.12 = 78.3 VA 

To select the rectifying bridge of diodes, the follo
wing considerations applies.

The forward average current is one half the total in
put DC current since the configuration is a bridge :

If(Av) = l i(DO)
2

2.2‘ = 1.1 A

As shown on figure 13 for 2cdCRl = 2 -8  = 16 and 
Rs/2Rl =1/2 4% = 2% we get

= 8 i.e. If (pk) = 8 • If (Av) = 8.8 A 

and

' iMAvg)’ = 2 i e- lf <RMS> = 2 ' « (Av> = 2-2 A 
The surge current occurs at the maximum seconda
ry voltage

I surge = VRf ! = 40
0.51

78.4 A

HOW TO CHOOSE THE HEAT SINK
Sometimes the GS-R400 requires an external heat 
sink depending both operating temperature condi
tions and power.
Before entering into calculation details, some basic 
concepts will be explained to better understand the 
problem.
The thermal resistance between two points is rep
resented by their temperature difference in front of 
a specified dissipated power, and it is expressed in 
Degree Centigrade per Watt.
For GS-R400 the thermal resistance case to am
bient is 5 °C/W. This means that an internal power 
dissipation of 1 Watt will bring the case temperature 
at 5 °C above the ambient temperature.
The maximum allowed case temperature of the mo
dule is 85 °C.
Let’s suppose to have a GS-R412 that delivers a 
load current of 4 A at an ambient temperature of 
40 °C.
The dissipated power in this operating condition is 
about 13W, and the case temperature of the module 
will be :

Tease -  Tamb + Pd • Rth = 40 + 13 • 5 = 105 °C

This value exceeds the maximum allowed tempera
ture and an external heat sink must be added. To 
this purpose four holes are provided on top of the 
case.
To calculate this heat sink, let’s first determine what 
the total thermal resistance should be.
Rth = Tcaselmax) - Tamb = 8 5 _^0  = 3  ^ . ^

This value is the resulting value of the parallel 
connection of the GS-R thermal resistance and of 
the additional heatsink thermal resistance.

Rth(GSR) • Rth(Heatsink) ak°c i\n  
Rth (GSR) + Rth (Heats ink)

To calculate the thermal resistance of the additional 
heat sink the following equation may

3.46 • Rth(GSR) _ 3.46 -5 
HtRHs)- Rth(GSR)_3 46 -  5 - 3.46

be used :

= 10.54°C/W

SGS-THOMSON
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GS-R400

HOW TO CHOOSE THE HEAT SINK (continued)
The following list may help the designer to select the proper commercially available heat sink.
Sometimes it can be more convenient to use a custom made heat sink that can be experimently designed 
and tested.

Manufacturers Type Rth Mounting Fastening

Thermalloy 6177 3 Horiz. Screw
6152 4 Vert. Screw
6111 10 Vert. Adhes.

Fischer SK18 3 Vert. Screw
SK48 3 Vert. Screw
SK07 4 Vert. Adhes.

SGE Borsari SR50 6 Vert. Adhes.
Assmann V5440 4 Vert. Adhes.

V5382 4 Horiz. Screw
V5460 3 Vert. Screw
V5510 3 Vert. Screw

HOW TO CHOOSE THE PROTECTING FUSE
The GS-R400 family protects the load against over
voltage, by an internal crow-bar that continuously 
senses the output voltage and fires a thyristor when 
the voltage is higher than the nominal + 20%. Thy
ristor current capability is 150 A.
The crowbar can be activated either by an overvol
tage generated by an external injected voltage, or 
by a failure of the module itself.
In the first case the module provides to limit the in
put current to a safe value, and to recover the nor
mal operations it is sufficient to switch off the input 
voltage for a time greater than the discharge time of 
the input filter capacitor.
In the second case the failure is pratically a module 
input-output short circuit, the input current is no 
more limited by the module, and it is necessary to 
provide a method for disconnecting the module from 
the input voltage in a very short time to avoid failures 
of the board where the module is mounted.
The simplest method foresees the use of a fuse in 
the input path to limit the fault current to a safe va
lue.

The proper fuse should be selected with some cri
teria :
_ the fuse must handle the steady state current 
_ the fuse must handle the inrush current that oc

curs at turn-on
_ the fuse must blow if the module has an input to 

output short circuit.
To this purpose, it is usual to select a fuse whose 
rated current is between 150 and 250 % of the ra
ted full-load input current.
This usually provides enough overload capability to 
prevent fuse blowing from aging and fatigue due to 
repeated turn-on overload.
It is also necessary to examine the opening time ver
sus the fuse overload characteristics, and the best 
choice is the high reliability, low cost, standard com
mercial units like 3AG, 3AB or DIN41661.
All the units must be of the fast type with fusing cha
racteristics as depicted in dashed area of fig. 15.

SGS-THOMSON
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GS-R400

HOW TO CHOOSE THE PROTECTING FUSE (continued) 

Figure 15 : Fast fusing intervention curve.

1 10 1(A)

As an example, for a GS-R405 unit supplied by a 24 
Volt minimum input voltage, the fuse rating can be 
calculated as follows.
At a maximum delivered power of 20 Watt, assu
ming a 70 % efficiency, the input power will be 28.5 
Watt and the input current 1.2 A.

The fuse rating will be 2A that guarantees a maxi
mum fusing time of 20 ms (typical 2 ms) for a cur
rent of 20A that can be generally accepted without 
board problem.

^ 7
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